Black Button™
Non-Metallic Push-In Connectors
For NM cable.

The Black Button is not only the lowest cost NM connector on the market, but offers the fastest method of installing single or multiple cables.

For multiple cable installations:
• Two cables may be inserted together or individually.
• A second cable may be added without removing the first.

Plus, the NM94 meets UL and CSA requirements for single or multiple cables.

Installation Instructions
1. Disconnect electrical power.
2. Insert connector into knockout.

Removal
If necessary, the NM94 series may be removed with a screwdriver.
1. Slip screwdriver under NM connector and twist.
2. NM94 pops out of the knockout.

Reduce your Labor Costs!
Arlington’s NM94 costs just 6¢ to install.
Compare this to 16¢ for NM841 and 40¢ for 841*.

• Listed for both 1 or 2 cables.
• Installs easily...snaps into KO using light finger pressure.
• Cables insert without a struggle for a smooth installation.
• Holds wires securely - meets and exceeds UL pullout tests.
• Simple to remove with a twist of a screwdriver.
• Arlington’s Black Button™ is the lowest cost NM cable connector available today.

* Labor costs are based on a rate of $30.00 per hour.